CARRIER AND VESSEL SOLUTIONS

MACS3
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Sustainably imparting practical course content does not
require merely substantiated theoretical knowledge, but also
the acquisition of practical experiences – especially when
dealing with security-sensitive areas such as correct stowage
of cargo on board.
With the MACS3 stability program, lecturers can provide budding
nautical sea personnel with effective hands-on training using a software,
which, thanks to its significant market share and overall versatility, is
used on board various merchant vessels throughout the world.
MACS3 loading computer is well known among ship owners, managers
and shipping lines throughout the world. Established in 1994, the
MACS3 ship library has accumulated more than 4,500 ship profiles
of various ship types which we can use to prepare different kinds of
lessons in keeping with current needs and according to institute-specific
requirements.
Thanks to the MACS3 university license, lecturers can freely organize
various types of lessons, while enjoying a reduction in the amount
of overall preparation time. Furthermore, the comparison of manual
calculations with MACS3 results enables, for example, problembased loading scenarios for dangerous goods to be validated in an
increasingly efficient as well as precise manner.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE
Promotes lessons with the highest level
of practical relevance
Highly efficient training pertaining to
the topics of stability, strength, cargo
stowage and securing, and dangerous
goods
Simulation of cargo operations: loading/
unloading sequences, operating cranes
Reduces preparation time for lecturers
Always up-to-date in terms of current
international requirements and
regulations
Dangerous goods checks regarding
IMDG, BC, IBC, IGC, CHRIS and DOC
Available for all types of commercial
vessels
Train-the-trainer opportunities for
lecturers

CARRIER AND VESSEL SOLUTIONS
FEATURES
The ship-specific MACS3 editions include, in addition to the basic module, optional functions designed specifically for the
respective ship type.

CONTAINER VESSELS

MULTI-PURPOSE VESSELS

BULK CARRIERS

TANKER VESSELS

SHIP-SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS
BELCO container module
includes data features, cargo
handling and continuous
loading condition checks
Sealash includes route- and
weather-specific calculations
and the cargo securing manual
Dangerous goods for container
vessels checks the stowage and
segregation requirements and
includes emergency schedules,
firefighting and safety plans
Verified gross mass (VGM)
check
Stowage planning includes the
import and export of ASCII or
XLS files and manual planning
functions

MixStow 3D visualization and
designing for all kinds of cargo
Hatch cover handling
Crane operations simulates the
handling of on-board cranes,
including lifting combined
cargo, collision check, 3D view
of crane operations
Dangerous goods for multipurpose vessels according
to IMDG, BC code, DOC
and specific company
rules, including emergency
schedules, firefighting and
safety plans
Cargo securing lashes nonstandardized cargo

Bulkstrength calculates
longitudinal strength in flooded
conditions
Grain provides examination
of the particular grain stability
requirements of SOLAS74
LoadMan for pre-calculation
of the loading and unloading
sequence
Bulklim ensures that load
limits of double bottom set by
classification societies are not
exceeded
Dangerous goods for bulk
carriers according IMDG,
BC code, DOC and company
specific rules, including
emergency schedules,
firefighting and safety plans

Ullage report corrects the
density and weight of the cargo
in tanks depending on the
temperature, provides precise
volume data for billing purposes
LPG module includes liquefied
gas/vapor calculations and
transfer of rate calculation with
enhanced Log/Mass, ROB/OBQ
reporting
DastyMan calculates damage
stability based on the ship’s hull
form and inner structure
LoadMan optimizes the total
cargo distributions in terms of
GM, stability, stress etc.
Dangerous goods for tankers
according to latest IMDG,
BC codes, DoC and specific
company rules, emergency
schedules, fire-fighting and
safety plans and first aid
regulations

BASIC FUNCTIONS
MACS3.net includes graphical tank plans of the vessel; current conditions of the trim, heeling, stability and stress; warning points, displays and
printouts of loading conditions and calculations; saving and loading of loading conditions, tank online interface to tank automation systems as
well as online help

PACKAGING
License according to the ship-type and network volume
Loading computer’s vessel profile can be set up either in a standardized or customized manner in keeping with the
availability listed in ship library
Paper documentation including the general arrangement plan, tank plan, stability booklet, etc.

REFERENCES
The onboard loading computer MACS3 is used on a wide range of container vessels,
multi-purpose vessels, bulk carriers as well as on tanker vessels, offshore vessels and
roro vessels. MACS3 has a market share of approximately 65% on container vessels.
Our customers include companies counted among the top ten of Alphaliner’s ranking
list such as Maersk, CMA CGM, Cosco Shipping Group, Hapag-Lloyd as well as Seaspan,
Peter Döhle, Offen Group as well as Wuhan University of Technology, Flensburg
University of Applied Sciences, Gdynia Maritime University, University of Split and
many more.
If you have any questions or would like to set up an appointment with one of our representatives, please phone or e-mail us:

+49 461 430 410

loadingcomputer@navis.com

www.navis.com

